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Opportunities in the pharma space 

• Pharma stocks have rallied since the elections on easing of concerns over restrictions on drug 
pricing. AbbVie +12.6% over past five days; Bristol-Myers +10.5%; Allergan +6.5%. These were 
among the most beaten-down names in 2016 in our coverage universe.  AGN -33%; BMY -18%. 

• We think funds are flowing back into these stocks as sentiment is lifting. These were all BUY-
rated before the elections, and we continue to view them favorably. They each have solid 
product portfolios with drugs that are innovative and improve patients’ lives. They also have 
formidable R&D pipelines that can provide drivers for future growth. 

• We note that ABBV also benefited from legal win last week for its patents on Humira. The U.S. 
Patent office declined to hear a challenge to the Humira patents from biosimilar company 
Coherus. We think this decision will discourage other biosimilar companies from challenging 
Humira, along with another favorable patent win earlier this year against Amgen, making it 
highly unlikely that Humira will see biosimilar competition until well into the 2020 decade. 

• As for Allergan, we met with CFO Tessa Hilado on Thursday. Here are the key takeaways: 
o Priority for cash continues to be for licensing deals and stepping stone M&A deals. 
o Company will have about $11 billion cash on hand by early 2017 after retiring scheduled 

debt and payments for acquisitions. This includes holdings of Teva stock, which can be 
sold beginning in August 2017.  Company expects to generate $6 billion in operating 
cash flow in 2017, only 20% would be used for the newly-instituted dividend. 

o Focus on volume and revenue growth, rather than margin expansion. Committed to 
raising drug prices by modest single-digits annually.  

o Sees good opportunity for increased market share in aesthetics (Botox, dermal fillers, 
Kybella) both in U.S. and overseas, and in therapeutic areas of gastro-intestinal, central 
nervous system, and women’s health.  Aesthetics is largely cash-pay market, so not 
dependent on insurance. AGN also seeking to expand Botox indications in migraine. 

• Restating our thesis, we see large upside in Allergan; and we also think ABBV and BMY are 
among most undervalued in our coverage universe. 
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